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The angular momentum parameter λR  provides a measure of how rotationally dominated 
a galaxy is. By measuring this parameter for the individual components of the galaxies we 
can determine how the individual stellar populations in the galaxy are moving and 
therefore what their formation scenario may have been.
The green contours show where galaxies would lie on the λR - ε plane depending on their 
inclination and intrinsic ellipticity when the anisotropy parameter ᷎ = 0. The left panel 
shows the global λR - ε values of the galaxy, and the right shows the decomposed bulge 
(red circle) and disk (blue ellipse) values. This indicates that though the galaxy as a whole 
does not map readily to any simple model, the separate components  divide nicely into 
disks that match the expectations of a simple isotropic rotator, while the bulges lie toward 
the slow-rotator part of the plane (below dash-dot line). 
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ABSTRACT
Deciphering where and when a galaxy's constituent stellar populations formed is crucial in understanding how that galaxy has formed and evolved. Photometric bulge-disk 
decompositions have long been used as a first order approximation of this; separating out the light from the central and extended components of a galaxy in order to compare colours 
and morphologies. However, whether this photometric decomposition leads to bulges and disks corresponding to individual stellar populations with distinct kinematics as opposed to just 
being a convenient way to parameterise the galaxy light profile is not certain. In addition, photometric decompositions do not allow the determination of the kinematics of the individual 
stellar populations, which can reveal a great deal about the evolution history of a galaxy. We have therefore developed a method to extract the kinematics of multiple components in 
galaxies using IFU data and have applied it to a sample of MaNGA early type galaxies. 
1. Photometric decomposition
The SDSS galaxy image is decomposed 
into a sersic bulge and exponential disk 
using GALFIT - this gives the fraction of 




● Do bulges and disks exist?
Bulge-disk decompositions, performed by modeling bulges with a de Vaucouleurs profile and disks with an exponential profile,  have long been used as a way to explore galaxy 
structure. However as the level of detail in observations has increased is has become evident that bulges and disks are not always as simple as once thought, with 
pseudo-bulges, boxy/peanut shaped bulges, inner disks and many other structures complicating the decomposition process. This begs the question:
Do the components obtained by photometric bulge-disk decompositions really represent individual stellar populations with distinct kinematics or are they just a 
convenient way of parameterising galaxy light distributions?
● If they do exist, what does it mean for the evolution of early-type galaxies?
It is now known that the majority of early-type galaxies show some degree of rotation, indicating that these galaxies have either retained their disks after star formation is 
quenched, or have since rebuilt the disk. Inferring the formation scenario from the angular momentum of the galaxy as a whole is therefore not sufficient and rather we must 
separate out the kinematics of the components, analogous to separating out the light from the components with photometric decompositions, in order to determine in which 
stellar populations the angular momentum lies, and therefore how the galaxy has evolved into what we see today.
THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM PARAMETER
Flux Velocity Dispersion
3.  Spectroscopic decomposition
Using pPXF (Cappellari & Emsellem 
2004, PASP, 116, 138) each bin in the 
galaxy is fitted with two model spectra - 
one for the disk and one for the bulge - 
composed of single stellar population 
models from the MUISCAT library.
Taking a bin in a sample galaxy where the bulge and 
disk contribute approximately equal flux, this figure 
shows how the chi-squared varies as the velocity of 
the two model components being fitted is varied. 
When the velocities of the model spectra are equal 
this is equivalent to fitting the spectrum with a single 
model. The two clear minima locations show that the 
spectrum is best fit by two components with 
distinct kinematics rather than a single 
component. Therefore bulges and disks are indeed 
distinct structures composed of distinct stellar 
populations with their own kinematics.
DO BULGES AND DISKS EXIST?
We have developed a method to decompose galaxies into their constituent components using their kinematics. The results from this indicate:
● Photometric bulges and disks appear to represent  individual stellar populations with distinct kinematics. 
● Looking at the kinematics of the individual components suggests that while the galaxy as a whole does not obviously match to any dynamical model, 
the individual components do, indicating a need to look at the components individually in order to truly understand the underlying processes in a 
galaxy.
There are many applications for which this method can be applied, including: 
● Looking into the stellar populations of the individual components - the single stellar population model spectra selected by pPXF during the fit give 
estimates of the ages and metallicities of the individual components. This could help determine whether the disks of these galaxies have been 
re-grown after quenching, or whether they are surviving disks from the original galaxies. 
● Dynamically model the galaxies in order to see if the observational results can be replicated by the models.
CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
Velocity grid: in order to ensure 
that the true best fit to the 
kinematics was being found we 
forced the models to cover a grid 
of velocities for every bin in each 
galaxy, and calculated the 
chi-squared across the grid to 
locate the global best fit. 
Bins: to insure we were not 
fitting noise, we only included in 
our results bins in which the 
component contributed more 
than 30% of the total flux of the 
galaxy in that bin, i.e. excluding 
the inner regions of the disk and 
outer regions of the bulge.
For this work we used a sample of galaxies from the SDSS IV MaNGA Integral field 
survey (Bundy et al. 2015, ApJ, 798, 7). In order to select only early type galaxies we 
used galaxies classified by the GalaxyZoo citizen science project (Willett et al. 2013, 
MNRAS, 435, 2835) as ‘smooth’, therefore avoiding galaxies with more complicated 
features. We then selected galaxies with disks by dividing the sample into fast  and slow 
rotators according to the method of Emsellem (2007, MNRAS, 379, 401).
GALAXY SAMPLE
2. Binning
To obtain sufficient S/N for the 
decomposition we spatially bin 
the datacube into high S/N bins 
using the Voronoi binning method 
of Cappellari & Copin (2003).
4. Component Kinematics
The two model spectra are 
convolved with a LOSVD in 
order to find the best fitting 
velocity and dispersion for 
the bulge and the disk in 
each bin.
